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the means
to transform. This idea crosses
boundaries, from the consumer
to the grower, the marketer to the
retailer. The more and more that I
write within this industry, the more it transforms
me as well. As we approach our eighth
year at AndNowUKnow and introduce
this 20th edition of The Snack, I can’t
help but feel like we are always just
beginning. Then again, I can attribute
that to Robert Lambert who has had
the pedal on the gas since day one, everevolving our platform and pushing the envelope
when it comes to our ideas for promoting produce. If
you have met him, you know.
roduce gives people

Now, with our team growing more than ever, we are
ramping up our editorial, The Snack, with more
issues over the coming year and the goal of bringing
you the best and brightest in our industry, the retail
and foodservice trends that drive innovation, and the
technology that continues to inspire us throughout all
of our trade news publications.
But first, the goods. With our PMA Fresh Summit
edition this month, we are wishing a fond farewell
to PMA’s CEO Bryan Silbermann who joined us to
talk shop, produce, music, and what exciting plans
he has next. Industry friends also joined in on the
conversation including Wegman’s Dave Corsi, and
Costco’s Heather Shavey, as well as Tanimura &
Antle’s Rick Antle, and Karen Caplan of Frieda’s
Specialty Produce.
We sought to explore the process and the passion
that goes into building a brand with Stemilt Growers’
Roger Pepperl and Brianna Shales, as the dynamic
duo discusses the company’s exponential growth with
its Lil Snappers® program.
As discount formats and dollar stores continue to
make their rise as a new breed of competitor, we
spoke with 99 Cents Only Stores Buyer Caitlin
Tierney, who shared the fresh-forward revamp of the
format, making the jump from the supply-side to the
buy-side, and how the company is looking to wow its
rivals and bring more fresh produce to consumers.
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EDITOR’S LETTER

If you ever get the feeling like you are seeing the same
brick and mortar retailers replicated throughout the
country, I ask you to step inside Nugget Markets. The
16-store chain is less a grocery store and more of an
aesthetic experience that feeds each and every sense,
from scent to sound. Want to know how? So did we.
With the flavor competition driving variety
development across all categories, San Antonio,
Texas-based Kathryn Ault, VP of Sales, joins
us to discuss NatureSweet’s new initiative that
pulls back the curtain on the company behind
the brand in order to create more authentic
connections with consumers and the trade.
We also bring you Leslie Simmons of Dave’s Specialty
Produce, who is as passionate in her My Favorite
Things profile as she is in person. With this exclusive
editorial snapshot, we have discovered some pretty
amazing things about the people behind many of our
favorite brands. And Leslie does not disappoint.
That’s not all, but you’ll have to check out the rest of
this issue to discover what we realize every day: The
produce-passionate never sit still for long.
So, what’s new with The Snack and ANUK as we move
toward the end of 2016?
We have a few tricks up our collective sleeve.
With the goal of driving innovation and trade news
possibilities as well as fresh produce consumption, we
look forward to sharing with you what is yet to come.
And, as they say, a rising tide lifts all boats.
Cheers,

Jordan Okumura
Senior Editor
AndNowUKnow and The Snack
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By: Laura Hillen

A

s the industry fuses its current
time-tested operations
around the upcoming
technological advances of
tomorrow, the automated
digits of a robot may soon
be extending in tandem with
human hands in broccoli fields across the globe.

cameras, which the entire prospective robotic system
will revolve around. The cameras use identification
systems to properly pinpoint where broccoli heads
are located in a field of foliage, using technology
similar to that seen in motion-sensing video game
consoles; specifically Microsoft’s Kinect console,
which first made its lasting splash into the electronics
market in 2010.

Researchers at the University of Lincoln in England
are looking to extend the capabilities of field
harvesting even further by using 3D technology to
catapult a fully-automated robotic harvesting system
into fields of perfectly plucked florets of broccoli.

The cameras use 3D algorithms through its eyes
to focus on one location, fixating fully on a head of
broccoli in order to relay to the robot where to pick a
bundle of florets ready to harvest.

The technological improvements are rooted in the 3D
26 / OCT 2016

Temporal filtering combines each dimension of
detection to form multiple frames, localizing each

individual broccoli in the field. To obtain these in-field and
in-soil images, the cameras are pulled along by human
counterparts on a tractor; moving through the rows of greens
to collect field data information.

With its camera now focused, the project plans to move onto
its next step of research: cutting the identified heads through
an established partnership with Lincolnshire, England-based
horticultural consultants R. Fountain & Son Ltd., who will be
responsible for creating the broccoli-slicing device.

Researchers stated that although the camera’s depth plane
was the hardest to tune, all respective levels of “x, y, and z”
are fully functional.

PARTIAL MAP OF DETECTED BROCCOLI HEADS

X-M
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95

percent
ACCURACY
RATE

This system of identification boasts an accuracy rate of up
to 95 percent, marking a significant step towards reducing
the production costs associated with time-sensitive
harvesting.
The ongoing project, led by Professor Tom Duckett and Dr.
Grzegorz Cielniak of Lincoln’s School of Computer Science
and Professor Simon Pearson from the University’s National
Centre for Food Manufacturing (NCFM) at Holbeach, could
see the development of a commercial system within the
next few years, with plans to extend the technology even
further than broccoli to other categories within the varied
fields of fresh produce.
Will harvesters soon have a Wall–E type companion
reaching out its arms to help them harvest crops? As the
industry looks to streamline production costs towards
greater efficiencies, these arms could be just the ones to
provide a nice balance of costly reprieve and the techy
tools to do so.
All photo credit | University of Lincoln, England
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produce by numbers

G

rowing up in the Salinas Valley of
California, and being a typical kid who
was impressed with nice cars and all
the external trappings of success, I
knew that selling produce or owning
a produce company was how to make
the “big bucks.” Back in the mid-to-late-1980s, my goal
was to make “six digits,” a.k.a $100K, or maybe more.
I’m the first to admit that making money and obtaining
the lifestyle that the “apparent happiness” would bring
was what was driving me.
What I didn’t know back then is that there are all kinds
of ways to make a good living in the produce business.
In fact, over the past five years of growing Joe Produce
and Joe Food Safety, my eyes have been opened
to many types of jobs and companies, and their
respective compensation levels. There have been real
surprises, and some even bigger than what I thought
would be in store.
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Our industry is full of opportunities in departments and
fields which offer a wide range of compensation levels.
To name just a few:
FOB Sales
Buying
Category Management
Operations
Accounting
Finance
IT/Technology
R&D

Marketing
Logistics
Product Development
Project Management
Farming
Food Safety
General Management
Human Resources

Whenyou factor in elements such as medical benefits,
commissions, bonuses, stock shares or options, and
profit sharing there are countless jobs out there to
both make a great living and maximize your passions
and skills.
Compensation also depends on factors such asyears
of experience, location, and other variables. Yes, you
can make “six figures” in these sectors and others, but
the whole package needs to be factored in before you
jump to the conclusion that some jobs in produce are
either low- or high-paying positions. There is no set
number, and if you are focused, hard-working, and
smart, the sky is the limit.

Before you make the decision to pursue a specific
employment opportunity, I would like to share my
personal and professional findings regarding work. In
my view, prosperity encompasses more than just your
financial assets, and I’ve found the following elements
are critical to your personal and professional success:

Rex’s Personal and Professional Findings
1. Work with people and a culture that fits
you! A work environment that fits your
ideals and personality is vital to success.
You will spend many more waking hours
with your colleagues than with your
family, so choose carefully.
2. Be interested in your work! We work long
and hard hours in this business, so keep
yourself happily engaged for an additional
kind of success. The old adage, “Do what
you love and never work a day in your life,”
still holds water today.

I truly enjoy engaging with them every day. I do
indeed spend many more hours in my workplace
than my home!
I’m rewarded constantly by the produce people and
companies we help connect through our business.
I’m doing what I love, and so could you. What could
be better?

Rex Lawrence,
Founder & President of Joe
Produce was born & raised in
Salinas, CA. His 29 years in the
produce industry include positions in senior sales, marketing
& management for some of the
industry’s leaders. Rex and his team truly understand that

Upon reflection, that kid who grew up in the Salinas
Valley admiring the produce professionals who made
the “big bucks” really has found both happiness and
success. I love my work! We have a great team of
people who make our company culture.

finding the perfect “fit” is about more than matching a skill
set with specific job requirements.
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“T

his is a potential
golden age for food
in America,” Simon
Majumdar tells me
as we discuss what
inspires the chef
both in his public
stature as a Food
Network star and in
a more personal spectrum, naming first the unique position
where he sees foodservice and culinary trends meeting next.
“We’re sitting on the edge of something possibly very special.”
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To strike that revolutionary balance and solidify this
potential gilded era of food creation and service, Simon
asserts, there needs to be a certain harmony between the
legacy of old world traditions and new world mentalities.
Simon tells me that the signs are already there as the
foodservice industry continues to shape itself around timetested methodologies, and figures out how a new twist can
cultivate itself into a lasting trend.
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This culinary equilibrium touches on every conceivable
realm for a chef, as the three-time author, TV personality,
and accomplished cuisiner sees it; from the personal and
the public, to the methods and means utilized for the
construction of a crafted dish.
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“I’m a hybrid myself,” Simon laughs easily, explaining that
his mother is Welsh, and boasts their culturally pronounced
affinity for baking. The Indian roots of Simon’s father
inspire the cuisine that now makes up almost half of
Simon’s fare, including his favorite dahl dish, which inspired
him to take the leap into cooking full time. A leap that
landed him in the United States, married, and traveling
around the world, writing and existing in a balance of all
things culinary.

TECHNIQUE.
TRADITION.
ACCESSIBILITY.

It seems to be this very recognition for integration and
balance which has not only seen Simon publicly assessing
new dishes on Food Network’s Cutthroat Kitchen, Iron Chef,
and The Next Iron Chef, but continuing to evolve his own
understanding of food and self; as well as recognizing the
cusp of a new era when he sees one.
So where does the verge of that new era begin, and how can
we see in both the chef-side and buy-side realms of the food
sector the markers outlining these possibilities for the plate?
This progression of new and old flavor profiles and
approaches has melded into an inventive generation of
trends and eating experiences which Simon comfortably
calls the “perfect storm” of food production; due to a
collaboration of technique, tradition, and accessibility.
“Things got very simple for a while, but now there has been
more of a return to chef-driven technique preparations,”
Simon divulges as I ask him to pinpoint what specific
culinary circumstances are driving the state of the plate.
“There was a big movement before of simplicity and
respecting ingredients, which I really liked, but at the same
time we weren’t using a lot of the skills that people have
been taught and have been passed down through the ages.”
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These chef explorations into traditional trends and skill sets
marks the return of delicate table-side preparations, and oldschool fermenting and preserving techniques. As restaurants
and chefs begin to experiment with their own twists on tableside preparation of salads and desserts, other food creators
are adding in cultivating starters, along with fermenting and
preserving to elevate key elements of their dishes.
“For a long time, there was a lot more enthusiasm than
experience in the culinary world, but now we’re really getting
to this stage where chefs are a lot more experienced in the
quality of their crafted dishes, and it’s really shooting out.
Some of the best food we have right now is outside of the big
cities,” Simon says.
This shift first appeared five years ago, Simon advises,
when chefs stopped being able to afford the weighty prices
associated with the busier metropolises, and started settling
in small towns across the nation; taking their skills with them
when they left.
This migration of sorts has resulted in culinary oases arising
in towns such as Fresno, California, where Simon recently
looked in to attend and participate in the most recent
installment of the Fresno Food Expo. Events and towns like
these, Simon contends, are a chef ’s haven of new ideas and
cuisine crafted with historical care.
“I think we’re beginning to rediscover those skills of a chef,
while also still taking the time to respect the ingredients that
farmers have carefully prepared and grown for us,” Simon
says of his culinary community.
But, this mentality for a constant evolution of food extends
beyond just the plate, requiring a pragmatic step back into the
field. Chefs, Simon included, are now paying homage to the
producers of the fresh produce utilized to craft their perfect
dishes, while also making them accessible to a nation filled
with hungry palates.
There’s a bit of a disparity between what is “normal” for
a renowned chef and what is “normal” for the average
American, Simon recognizes, but he urges that in working
with supermarkets and large fresh produce companies, foodcrafters can discover a working balance which will increase
both the culinary norm on a national level, as well as the
longevity of the industry and all involved.
“It’s wonderful to be able to go to a farmer’s market or a small
boutique farm and pluck asparagus out of the ground, as I’ve
done fairly recently in my travels, but at the same time you’ve
got to be sensible and pragmatic and say, ‘We still need to feed
three hundred million people,’” says Simon.

Go Everywhere.
Eat Everything.

“

I think we’re
beginning to
rediscover those
skills of a chef, while
also still taking
the time to respect
the ingredients
that farmers have
carefully prepared
and grown for us.

”

— Simon Majumdar

These partnerships, both at the foodservice and retail level,
perform valued services to the public that gets Simon excited
about the possibilities for cooks beyond the top tier restaurants,
to those creating and recreating tasty dishes on the stove at
home. For instance, when Walmart began selling organic
foods, Simon saw a development ripe with opportunity; like
getting good products into the hands of more people, with the
accompanying education to match.
“Sometimes you’ve got chefs that will go, ‘Well, if you don’t
shop at a farmer’s market then you’re not good people.’ And I
go, ‘Well, I just think that’s nonsense,’” Simon says cheerfully.
“We just don’t live in that kind of world.”
His own chef practices, and his experiences cooking and
creating with others, has led Simon to a well-founded
appreciation of not only accessible produce through
supermarkets but also the considerable companies which make
up our industry.
“The families that are behind these huge operations have often
been doing it for years and are very good at it. And I think a lot
of times, chefs forget that these large fresh produce companies
are people, too; with families behind them who care very much
about what they’re doing and how their produce is grown.
They’re just doing it at a very high volume,” Simon elaborates.
“There’s something very special about them, too.”
This chef-driven respect for farm fresh ingredients and the
legacy of produce also extends into another trend which many
chefs are learning to navigate with ease and proclivity; cultural
dishes and cuisine.
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“We’re seeing this burgeoning wave of second and third
generation of people who’ve immigrated, and they’re now
bringing their traditions onto the American menu,” Simon
explains, detailing that ingredients from China, Korea, and
other countries are now showing up on American menus
alongside more traditional fares.
“From Portland to Vermont, these traditions are on the rise,”
Simon expresses. “They’re becoming part of the American
culinary vernacular, which is a fantastic manifestation.”
Those familiar with Simon’s televised leap into the public
cooking realm are most likely familiar with the tagline that
follows him into each food-focused enterprise; go everywhere,
eat everything.
With recent travels to Israel, Myanmar, Thailand, Colombia,
France, as well as plans made for Spain and Ethiopia to add
to Simon’s impressive worldly portfolio over the past few
months; he’s certainly making good on that promise.
“When I’m not writing or filming, my wife, Sybil, and I spend
all of our time traveling. I’m quickly approaching having
been to 70 countries, and that’s what really influences my
cuisine; eating new things and falling in love with them,”
Simon divulges.
Fukuoka, Japa

Simon tells me that this travel-based wisdom and recognition
of trend evolution comes from the yearly research crusade
undertaken by Sybil and himself, launched through the
means of social media. The history, culture, and regional
differences observed through this endeavor are paramount to
Simon’s awareness of culinary trends, and appreciation for
how each element and produce item translates to its end dish.
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“We post the hashtag #GiveUsABedIllCookYouDinner on
Twitter and Facebook, and tell our followers exactly that;
You give me a bed, and I’ll cook you dinner,” says Simon
of the then thousands of requests he receives to partake in
the undertaking, thus providing the chef with a bounty of
experiences, flavor profiles, and new opportunities to choose
from.
This expedition of unknown territories reinforces Simon’s
all-encompassing convictions that to travel and eat is to
be the best chef he can. He is constantly taking these new
experiences and letting them perpetually change him. It
also pushes Simon further past just cuisine boundaries, and
into an understanding and involvement with people of
backgrounds and ideologies different than his own; whether
that be politically, religiously, culturally, and so forth.
“We get a chance to sit down together, and eating food,
passing it around, and sharing it gives you a connection,”
Simon shares. “I have a saying that you can’t have an
argument with a mouthful of ribs.”
And with that mentality in mind, as the industry shifts and
melds trends and eras around itself, what a fantastic golden
age of cuisine it could be.
All photos credited to: Sybil Villanueva
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up
close
A closer look at Double
diamond farmS’ New sweet
melody™ Packaging.

I
DD UP CLOSE

f you are looking for that pop of
color in produce departments this
fall, backed by delicious flavor and
freshness, then Double Diamond Farms
has a “sweet” selection for you.

The Kingsville, Ontario-based
greenhouse grower is showcasing its
Sweet Melody™ tomatoes this year,
offering a symphony of colors, shapes,
and tastes presented in vibrant, eyecatching 12 oz, 1 lb, 1.5 lb, and 2 lb
clamshells—also available in top seal.
Featuring a variety of small tomatoes
with versatile and unique flavor
profiles, every tomato was selected to
complement the rest; like an orchestra
playing a hall, every tomato plays its
part. The selection of varieties ranges
from Double Diamond’s Orange Glory™
tomatoes to the company’s signature
Zebrino™ tomatoes.
All tomato varieties are available
year-round. With multiple locations
strategically situated across
North America, and a large fleet of
temperature controlled trucks and
trailers, Double Diamond is capable
of reaching most U.S. and Canadian
destinations within 24 hours, bringing
freshness and flavor to produce
departments as the company ramps up
its product distribution.
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MY FAVORITE THINGS

LESLIE SIMMONS
Vice President, Dave’s Specialty Imports
A third generation marketer and shipper of conventional and organic blueberries,
blackberries, raspberries, strawberries, and more, this Vice President is proud to carry
on her grandfather, Dave Bowe’s, vision and legacy to make “Every Day Delicious”
with its fresh produce.

2

1

“

I love to be in
a new place
and revel in the
culture, food,
and music.

My 2-and-a-half year
old is full of stories
and adventure. I love
to share new things
with her and see the
world through her eyes.

4

There is nothing quite like yoga
to help you hit the reset button.

”

3
“

The clearest lake
in NY state is one
of my favorite
places to hike,
swim, and relax.

5

“

”
6

Raspberries come from the rose
family. The smell and flavor of
fresh raspberries are hard to beat!

There is something for
everyone and you can get
completely, wonderfully
lost inside.

An incredible
French dessert I
made recently that
is packed full of
black cherries.

I enjoy music in all
forms, but salsa is
one of my favorites.
When you dance
salsa it is precise,
but also very personal
and expressive.

8

”
7

9

These were my
favorite flowers
from my childhood
backyard and now
my daughter enjoys
them in our garden.

1
4
7

My daughter, Ruby
5

Lake George
Clafoutis

2

8

Traveling/Exploring

Fresh raspberries

3
6

Yoga

Salsa dancing

The Metropolitan Museum of Art (The Met)

9

Peonies
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NATURESWEET

FINDING THE

“SWEET”
SPOT

BY JESSICA DONNEL

N

“

ow, more than ever, consumers
want to know where their
food comes from, and it’s our
responsibility as a company
to give consumers an authentic look into the
story of how we raise our tomatoes, from seed to
shelf,” Kathryn Ault, NatureSweet’s VP of Sales,
finds time to tell me while the company is in the
midst of bringing its newest campaign to light.
“While ‘Tomatoes Raised Right’ is our new
campaign, it’s all about our company’s timetested philosophy of growing our tomatoes
from start to finish. Raising something right
doesn’t happen in a day, so we are vertically
integrated; controlling everything from seed to
shelf. Consumers can tell the difference, and they
trust us to show them that difference with each
tomato.”
With snacking, food transparency, and the tomato
category in general pushing towards the forefront
of sales and marketing in the produce industry,
what a time for the company to be taking on a
massive new campaign on NatureSweet’s handpicked, greenhouse-grown snacking tomatoes.
Kathryn Ault, however, seems unfazed as she
goes head-to-head with the challenge of
Kathryn Ault | NatureSweet’s VP of Sales
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Kathryn at a sales kick-off for a new product launch

Kathryn testing Jubilees sliceability

steering the new initiative all the way into consumers’
baskets. But this fearlessness, the 33-year veteran of
food industry marketing and sales says, comes from a
little competitive advantage out of the NatureSweet
business itself.
“Our associates nurture and hand-pick our tomatoes at
the peak of freshness and with care. They are our biggest
competitive advantage, and are the inspiration behind
the new campaign,” Kathryn explains to me. “Because
everything is supervised by NatureSweet associates each
step of the way, it makes my job of promising excellent
quality to consumers that much easier. Having that
much trust in every member of our staff translates into
developing a brand that holds gravity and that consumers
can count on for excellent taste.”

Cherubs Caprese Salad

While it’s clear that the care the NatureSweet team
puts into their tomatoes makes all the difference,
it’s safe to say Kathryn may know a little something
about successfully marketing a product, too. After an
education at a university in Liverpool in the United
Kingdom, Kathryn found herself working as a marketer
at multinational consumer packaged goods company
Pillsbury. There, she was tasked with, among other things,
helping launch several brands in the U.K. while bouncing
back and forth across the Atlantic Ocean.
“My degree is actually in Geography, but out of university
I began in the marketing department of a dairy company
that would end up buying the Pillsbury brand in 1990. I
was sent to work in Minneapolis for two years, where I
met my husband, and brought him with me as I went
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to work on brands like Häagen-Dazs, Old El Paso, and
Green Giant back in the U.K. As a family, we moved to
my husband’s home of San Antonio, Texas, and after a
two year sabbatical, decided that we wanted to raise
our children in the U.S. Without my wonderful husband
and my children, I would have never found my place at
NatureSweet.”
As fate would have it, NatureSweet was looking for
someone with experience in consumer packaged goods
and branded marketing. Prior to Kathryn joining the
company, NatureSweet did not have a designated
marketing department, so as Marketing Manager, she
was tasked with building off of what now President
and CEO, Bryant Ambelang, created as VP of Sales and
Marketing. After spending ten years in marketing, Bryant
walked into her office to tell her she would be the new VP
of Sales, which prompted what I think is a more than apt
reply, “Goodness!” Bryant, luckily, has more than a bit of
a knack for making these kind of insights.
“I have worked for Bryant Ambelang for twelve years, and
the entire time he’s been an incredible mentor in my
life. He’s a transformational leader and a great support
to me, but beyond that, he really has the vision of being
a groundbreaking leader in the fresh tomato industry.
He’s brilliant in many different functions, but if he’s in
a room with a crowd of people, he lights it up with his
inspiration,” reflects Kathryn when I ask her about the
great influences in her career.
When Kathryn speaks about working with the
NatureSweet staff, from Bryant at the top, to the people
who hand-pick each tomato, it’s clear she has a deep
appreciation for the task at hand. It’s that top to bottom
knowledge that makes Kathryn so excellent

“

IT’S ALL ABOUT OUR
COMPANY’S TIMETESTED PHILOSOPHY
OF GROWING OUR
TOMATOES FROM
START TO FINISH.
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“

—KATHRYN AULT

at leading the company’s sales division, but it’s also
what makes the product that much more desirable to
consumers.
“I’ve worked in large divisions of large companies. For me,
it’s much more satisfying to work on growing a smaller
company like NatureSweet from the ground up. Here at
NatureSweet, I’m constantly able to take our customers
directly to our facilities and show them the value of
what our associates do. All are full-time and year-round
associates, so they’re very vested in what NatureSweet
does as a company. When retailers see our product, that
really shows,” she says.
With 8,000 associates working on NatureSweet products
every day, the love infused in each product is apparent.
That love, Kathryn says, is what sets NatureSweet apart
in a time where it’s harder than ever to get imperfections
past the consumer eye.

“

WE WANT THOSE
BIG IDEAS AND
WE DON’T JUST
THROW ANYTHING
OUT THERE.

“

—KATHRYN AULT

“Consumers are becoming savvier about the different
tastes and flavors of tomatoes, so we want to
communicate how we grow our tomatoes with care and
without compromise, hand-picking the tomatoes off the
vine at the peak of sweetness to provide the freshest,
tastiest product all year long,” Kathryn continues.
“Highlighting our quality greenhouse-growing standards
from seed to store, year-long freshness and variety
of offerings are all part of our being a pioneer in the
produce industry.”
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Having kicked off the Tomatoes Raised Right campaign
this past August, Kathryn says NatureSweet will continue
to monitor progress through the end of the year for
insights on how to optimize a launch on a mass scale.
The initiative is multifaceted, and includes everything
from an updated website, television spots, and out-ofhome and digital advertisements. On top of these media
outlets, NatureSweet will roll out all new packaging,
promotional shippers, and POS materials for retailers to
let the message really shine through.
“Our POS at retail is what really grounds our messaging
directly to consumers. The more you can reassure
the customers that the product is coming from a safe
place from the right people, the better your ring at the
register,” Kathryn tells me. “We provide a variety of
different racks and secondary displays for retailers to
aid in merchandising efforts that can help increase sales
by nearly 30 percent. We’ve partnered with retailers on
many different consumer promotions for years, and are
known for our fun lineup of in-store promotions. We will
continue to do so with Tomatoes Raised Right because
we know it helps maximize sales.”
If Tomatoes Raised Right is anything like NatureSweet’s
previous groundbreaking introductions into the produce
industry, I think Kathryn and the team will have more
than enough to keep them busy over the next few
months and into 2017. Still, I ask her, what’s next for the
always innovative company? While she doesn’t reveal
specifics, you can hear in her voice that she’s excited
about what’s to come.
“Everything NatureSweet does is breaking the mold.
When we first launched our cherry tomatoes we
transformed an entire category in the fresh tomato
industry. Cherubs, our biggest item, did the exact same
thing in their market,” Kathryn explains. “NatureSweet
is going to continue to be innovative and disrupt the
industry. We want those big ideas and we don’t just
throw anything out there. We diligently look at consumer
insights and consumer research to help us create
products we know will be successful. This is how we
create winners in the retail market.”
And as NatureSweet continues its mold-breaking
campaign across the fresh tomato industry, we can
expect many more winners to come.
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Planting and growing Naturesweet Tomatoes

WTF

DO I DO WITH Piñata® Apples ?
{ what the fork }

OVERNIGHT OATMEAL WITH APPLES

INGREDIENTS
1 cup of Old Fashioned oats
(not steel-cut or instant)

DIRECTIONS

1

½ tsp ground cinnamon
Pinch kosher salt (no more than ¹⁄₁₆ tsp)
Two 5.3-oz containers coconut milk
(vanilla-flavored yogurt alternative)
¼ cup raisins

2

¾ cup non-sweetened almond milk
1-2 tsp maple syrup
1 Piñata® apple, cored, diced
2 tbsp sliced almonds

Servings: 2 (8oz each)

3

Preheat oven to 350°F. Spread oats on a baking sheet (single
layer) and place in oven to toast until lightly golden and
smelling nutty (about 4–6 minutes); watch closely to avoid
burning. Transfer oats to a bowl to cool for approximately
10 minutes.
Once oats have cooled, whisk in cinnamon and salt until
combined. Add “yogurt,” raisins, almond milk, and maple
syrup; mix well. Divide mixture between two lidded glass
jars (two 10 oz Weck glass canning jars were used here).
Secure lids on jars and refrigerate for 8 hours, or overnight.
Once set, open jars and stir mixture well. Top with diced
apples and sliced almonds. If you enjoy your oatmeal a bit
looser, add additional almond milk. Serve immediately, or
cap to enjoy on-the-go.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.stemilt.com.
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FLAVORTREND

SMOKING
W
by Melissa De Leon

here there’s fire, there’s smoke, and as
we all know there is a heat trend that
has gripped consumers. But, it appears
smoke isn’t far behind—at least on the
foodservice side.

With an ability to bring out different profiles from our
traditional vegetables and fruits, chefs are getting
back to traditional barbecuing. From smoke-centered
restaurants in San Francisco, to grill master challenges
on the hit show Chopped, smoking looks to be the
next key way to prepare fresh produce.

CHALLENGING PREPARATION
Interestingly enough, similar to preparing the more
detailed sushi dishes, it seems the challenging
preparation in smoking might have been the catalyst
for the trend. Those in foodservice compare smoking’s
balancing act to that of any other flavoring technique in
the kitchen, but with the added benefit of a tease to the
palate as distinct as bitterness, sweetness, or savory.
Freshness also presents a challenge in high
temperatures, necessitating lower temperatures to keep
produce raw and smoky, instead of cooked.

While meat still accounts for the majority of the
grill plate, vegetables seem to be earning their
own spotlight, with fruit coming up as a good
dessert option. Smoked peaches anyone?

VARYING METHODS
And then there are the varying methods that can make
the smoke as distinctive as the item being smoked.
Wood, metal, cinder block, stone… when it comes to
this flavor the materials matter as much as the method,
it seems. Chefs in restaurants with wood-burning or
even wood-constructed pits tout another level from the
consumer’s backyard barbecue, and on the industrial
manufacturing side the smoky flavor is generated by
burning sawdust from specific woods themselves. There
are smokers, commercial contraptions, and traditional
grills… for every way we can think our industry can offer
it, a chef or grill master can give a different method to
smoke it.

I’ll be the first to admit, there
is a unique trigger for my
taste buds when it comes to
seeing a smoked veggie, but
it looks like we could just be
scratching the surface of what
this niche has to offer.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Live Gourmet® Living
Baby Romaine Leaves

?

{ what the fork }

SOUTHWESTERN SHREDDED SALAD

INGREDIENTS
1 package Live Gourmet® Living Baby
Romaine Leaves 2 ct., shredded
1 cup shredded carrots
1 cup extra sharp cheese, shredded
1 cup chopped tomatoes
1 cup chopped avocados
1 cup chopped cilantro
¼ cup extra virgin olive oil

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

Gently toss the romaine, carrots, cheese, tomatoes,
avocados, and cilantro together in a bowl.
In another small bowl or jar, add the oil, juices, smoked
paprika, Dijon mustard, salt, and black pepper.
Shake or whisk the ingredients together, and pour over
the salad.

1 tbsp freshly-squeezed orange juice
1 tbsp freshly-squeezed lime juice
1 tsp smoked paprika
1 tsp Dijon mustard
1 tsp sea salt
½ tsp freshly ground black pepper

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.livegourmet.com.

Servings: 2
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BRYAN SILBERMANN

A Fond

Farewell
“

S

ometimes when people decide to
retire, what they really mean is
that they are transitioning to a
different professional space,” Bryan
Silbermann, CEO of the Produce
Marketing Association (PMA), tells me
as we speak on the phone from different
sides of the country. Then he laughs, “When I say I
am going to retire, I mean retire.”

If you are looking for a nice, neat breakdown of
Bryan’s time with PMA, I am afraid that is an
impossible task. For 33 years Bryan has been at the
forefront of trade relations, global expansion efforts,
food safety initiatives, unprecedented research into
consumer demand and groundbreaking trends, as
well as marketing campaigns. While some may
see retirement as an end, Bryan only sees it as a
beginning. But first, before we look ahead, Bryan
takes me back. Way back.

Road to the Top
“I got my start with PMA in 1983, to provide greater
global perspective to PMA and develop market
research that lent focus to areas that remain crucial
to our value today,” he says. “But not without the
tremendous team that comprises PMA, and not
without our membership.”
Bryan traversed a host of roles during his early
years, handling everything from finance and
administration to global trade and public relations.
He became PMA President and CEO in 1996,
succeeding Bob Carey, a teacher and mentor, who
had been President for 38 years.
“Having Bob Carey as a mentor for 13 years was
an incredibly wonderful opportunity. He was an
amazing communicator and a master at association
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By

Jordan Okumura

leadership. To learn people skills from someone that was
so great at it, really helped me understand the leader that
I needed to be,” Bryan tells me. “Bob had a wonderful
way of bringing people together. I consider those years
that I knew him as a gift. My hope is that I can impart
that knowledge on the next generation of PMA.”
During his tenure at PMA, Bryan tells me that what he is
most proud of is seeing PMA grow in the way that it has
domestically and globally, and how the strength of the
membership has evolved.
“The service that we provide members, the staff
expertise, the milestones we have achieved in integrating
technology and innovation into the fresh produce
industry, and essentially finding safer and more efficient
ways of driving fresh produce consumption—these are
the things I feel have really been successful under my
watch,” Bryan adds.
But, Bryan’s accomplishments reach far wider than
that. In his time at PMA, he has helped standardize
PLU/UPC codes through development, consensus, and
industry adoption. He has spearheaded the Produce
Traceability Initiative and brought together industry
leaders to collaborate on its adoption. Bryan has engaged
volunteers on global opportunities and began the
import-export committee that became the International
Trade Committee (then Council) to Global Strategy and
Development committees. And in that same vein, he has
partnered with the Foreign Agricultural Service to bring
buyers from around the world to Fresh Summit. Now,
worldwide growth for PMA reaches across the globe.
On the marketing and communications front, Bryan
helped to institute the Produce for Better Health
(PBH) program, FNV, Center for Produce Quality,
Center for Produce Safety, and Partnership for Food
Safety Education. While I talk to Bryan about these
accomplishments, specifically PBH, I can tell he is smiling
on the other end of phone line.

Bryan has always been a guiding light during his
tenure with the PMA. When Bob Carey announced his
retirement, I was shocked that some felt they needed
to create a search committee for Bob’s replacement,
as it was clear to me that Bryan was the right choice.
The PMA under Bryan’s leadership recognized that
change was an opportunity and as value-added,
globalization, food safety, and organics became
increasingly important, the PMA was ready to support
the evolution of our great industry.

CEO and President, Tanimura & Antle

“

“

—Rick Antle

“

Bryan has been a tremendous leader for the PMA.
I believe his best legacy was leading the creation
of the Center for Produce Safety and to begin to
take PMA global, in a meaningful and beneficial
way to the industry!

Chairman & CEO, Taylor Farms

“

“

—Bruce Taylor

I had the great pleasure
of working closely with
Bob Carey and he was
a great leader. Then I
had the opportunity to
work with Bryan and
he took the association
to new highs. He
brought technology
to the business and
led the association to
be the leader in the
international trade.
He and the industry
leaders created the
PMA Foundation, now
The Center for Growing
Talent.

“

“

—Dick Spezzano
President, Spezzano
Consulting Service, Inc.

Bryan Silbermann is a leader
that the produce industry will
miss very much. His coaching
demeanor always made me, and
others, feel part of the solution.
He is steadfast in working
strategically, yet thinking globally.
Bryan’s vision continues to come
to fruition for the PMA. He has set
quite a legacy for the industry
to follow and has set up the PMA
with a great plan that will go
forward for a very long time.

support the strategic initiaitves
of the organization. He also knew
that by bringing people together,
we all just got better.

Bryan brought buyers and sellers
together because he knew this
formula would help build PMA and

Lead Fresh Merchant,
Fresh-Formats

Bryan has always been a
gentleman, a visionary, a teacher,
a coach, and a friend. I wish him
well in the future. I am certain he
will continue to make everyone
around him be a better person.

“

—Paul Kneeland
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“

“I have always looked to Bryan for his great
knowledge of the business and industry
views. His ability to identify trends and
discuss the implications of these for the
business, is truly one of his strengths. At
my very first PMA, which was in Anaheim,
California, over a decade ago, Frank Padilla
was showing me around and stopped Bryan
on the floor in order to introduce me to him.
And I am truly glad that he did. People are
the life-blood of our industry, and no one

I believe that a testament to Bryan’s success was
his ability to come in from outside the produce
industry, take the baton from Bob Carey, and lead
PMA to the next level. This happened particularly
in a time period when trade associations were
less on-trend. Bryan and I became not only good
friends from our years working together on PMA
projects and issues, but also jointly conceiving
the idea for the Pack Career Pathways Program
at my house in Carmel, California, during a PMA
Foodservice conference. The program, which
after 12 years, has gained the status as one of
the most successful programs launched by PMA,
also led to the formulation of the foundation, The
Center for Growing Talent by PMA, and
other incredibly important ancillary
programs.

—Jay Pack

Co-Founder, Pack Family Career Pathways

“

Congratulations to Bryan on his upcoming
retirement and for all of his accomplishments
with the PMA. Bryan has been a leader in the
produce industry for many years and will be
missed. Congratulations to Cathy Burns as
Bryan passes the torch over to her. Looking
forward to her leadership and where she
takes the PMA in the future.

—Joseph Bunting

Produce Business Director, The United Family®

“
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“
“

Sr. Director, Supply
Chain Operations,
Brinker International

Assistant VP/General Merchandise
Manager Fresh Foods, Costco Wholesale

“

—Janet Erickson

—Heather Shavey

“

“

It is very difficult to sum up
the impact Bryan has had on
the produce industry over
his long career at PMA, as his
contributions are many. One
thing that stands out for me is
how he provides opportunities
for people to impact the industry.
Whether it’s identifying promising
new volunteer leaders for the
PMA or developing his staff, Bryan
has a knack for recognizing
talent and allowing people the
opportunity to get involved and
make a difference in the industry.
Impactful programs like the
Center for Produce Safety and
the Center for Growing Talent by
PMA have grown out of ideas that
Bryan encouraged his staff and
volunteer leaders to bring to life.
Bryan has been a tireless worker
on behalf of the produce industry,
often in the background cheering
on his staff and volunteers, and
his legacy is the hundreds of
people he nurtured throughout
his long career.

understands that as much as Bryan does.
Since I first met him, I have been witness
to the value and passion he has brought to
PMA through industry-changing initiatives,
partnerships, and of course, his leadership.”

Bryan Silbermann, 1987

—Dave Corsi
VP of Produce & Floral
Operations, Wegmans
Food Markets

“

“

Bryan has been a transformational
figure for the produce industry.
He’s a consummate statesman with
high integrity and trust. Bryan’s
legacy is the gift of collaboration,
addressing critical needs,
articulating thoughts from others,
and providing innovative, sound
solutions. His leadership is one to
admire and emulate. I’m not alone
in stating that Bryan will be dearly
missed, and will leave a huge void
in strategic thinking, leadership, and
camaraderie amongst the industry.

PMA Foodservice, 2000

“

Bryan definitely has been a visionary in
our industry as far as technology and
global expansion. Through his leadership
as CEO of PMA, he shepherded our
industry volunteer leaders through a
technology transition. Just think, when
Bryan joined PMA, there were barely
fax machines. No internet. No websites.
No cell phones. His job was to be a
thought leader and create change to
keep the industry on the cutting-edge
of all technology. But his biggest impact
has been the global expansion of PMA.
Probably because of his personal roots
in South Africa, he realized the potential
for the U.S. produce industry.

President & CEO, Frieda’s
Specialty Produce

So, What’s Next?
During the nearly hour we spoke, Bryan walked me through
his childhood in Durban, South Africa, and his studies at the
University of Chicago and Oxford University, England.
Then he truly threw me for a loop. I ask Bryan what he wants
to accomplish in retirement, he starts out, “In no particular
order...”
And we laugh.

“

—Karen Caplan

“It’s incredible that something so amazing can begin on the
back of a paper napkin,” he says and laughs. “Take PBH
for example. Bob Carey and I were on a train traveling from
Washington D.C. to Wilmington, Delaware, and we were trying
to work out the issues with how the 5 A Day program could be
taken nationally and funded. I had a beer and Bob had a scotch.
A few months later PBH was launched at the convention in
Boston in 1991.”

Then Bryan tells me that he wants to go back to playing music,
something he used to do before his PMA gig.
“I started off playing in the symphony orchestra when I was 12
years old, mostly playing percussion instruments,” Bryan tells
me. “It sparked something in me and all I wanted to do was
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He has already played in 16.
Next on his list is to travel.
“For fun that is,” Bryan says. “I want to travel for my own
personal enjoyment and to fulfill my curiosities. Traveling for
PMA is amazing, but there is always only so much you can do,
and only so much time.”
Bryan begins to talk about his family. With stepchildren of his
own, and grandchildren, he hopes to spend more time with
those lives he holds most dear. And who could blame him?
“I also used to take part in a lot more outdoor activities. So, I
definitely want to add that to the list. I have had so many great
experiences from the time I served in the army in South Africa
when they’d take us 20 miles out into the bush for training
exercises. I also want to go rafting down the Colorado River.
You can add hiking and taking long walks on the beach,” he
says, and laughs again.
Bryan wraps up the list by sharing his love of photography—
something he has dabbled in for much of his life. While most of
the photography in recent years has been for work, he is hoping
to branch out and see where his eye takes him.
A musician, a photographer, an athlete, a trailblazer, and most
importantly, a leader—Bryan’s extraordinary background, gifts,
and accomplishments have propelled PMA through more than
three decades of growth.

“

around the world, along with member groups and committees on
every continent,” Bryan says, as he reflects on the unprecedented
growth of PMA since its inception.
This will be Bryan’s last Fresh Summit, as he moves toward
retirement in January, 2017. As his time winds down as the CEO
of the Produce Marketing Association, he looks fondly to the
future as Cathy Burns transitions to the helm.
“It has been an amazing journey,” Bryan says. “I cannot say
enough about the people I have come to know and the industry I
have come to love.”
While the words may fail him as he tries to encapsulate his time
with PMA, I can definitely tell you that the words of others about
him, certainly do not.

“

I had the opportunity to work with Bryan
over the last 20-plus years. Bryan has always
exemplified professionalism, has had a great
vision for the industry in changing times,
and has been a tremendous team builder
and networker. Bryan has helped many of us
with building our careers, and the produce
industry is much better off as a result of his
leadership. Thank you, Bryan.

—Steve Barnard
President & CEO, Mission Produce Inc.

“Today we are an association with more than 3,000 separate
corporate entities, and with members in more than 50 countries
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I’ve learned a lot from Bryan over
the years… No one “works a room”
like Bryan Silbermann, and one of the
highlights of my career is our visit
to the White House with First Lady
Michelle Obama to announce the
eat brighter! partnership with PMA,
Partnership for a Healthier America
and Sesame Street Workshop.

— Jan DeLyser

“

Bryan’s contributions to our industry
will continue to have meaningful
impact long into the future. His ability
to identify volunteer leaders who
can make a difference and to gain
consensus across diverse industry
segments around the globe is second
to none. I believe his legacy will
include successful implementation
of the PLU/UPC system, creation
of the CGTbyPMA, establishing the
Center for Produce Safety, expanding
PMA into a global association and a
succession plan resulting in the hiring
of Cathy Burns as President of PMA.

VP of Marketing, California
Avocado Commission

“

play everything from classical to rock-and-roll and the blues, to
big band music. I have not had much time in the recent years,
but in retirement I want to play in a band, in public, in each of
the 50 U.S. states.”

WTF

DO I DO WITH

Mangos &
Avocados

?

{ what the fork }

MANGO AVOCADO SALAD WITH CILANTRO-LIME VINAIGRETTE

INGREDIENTS
Salad:
3 cups baby spinach
15 oz (1 can) chickpeas, rinsed and drained
1 red bell pepper, seeds removed and sliced
into thin strips
1 large mango (about 1 cup), diced
½ cup avocado, diced
¼ cup roasted and salted pumpkin seeds
¼ tsp chili powder
1 tbsp chopped cilantro
1 tsp minced shallot
Vinaigrette:
⅓ cup extra-virgin olive oil
2 tbsp fresh lime juice
¼ tsp honey
Pinch of salt

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5

In a large bowl, combine spinach, chickpeas, bell peppers,
mangos, and avocados.
In a blender, combine olive oil, lime juice, honey, and salt.
Blend until emulsified, about 30 seconds.
Pour the vinaigrette over the salad and toss.
Garnish with pumpkin seeds, chili powder, cilantro,
and shallots, and serve.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.freskaproduce.com.

Servings: 2
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Strawberry
Tomatoes on the Vine

?

{ what the fork }

CROSTINI WITH STRAWBERRY TOMATOES AND RICOTTA

INGREDIENTS
12 slices of baguette

1

12 Houweling’s Signature Selection
Strawberry Tomatoes on the Vine
2 tsp balsamic vinegar
6 tbsp ricotta
2-3 Houweling’s Home Harvest fresh
basil leaves
Salt and pepper, to taste
Olive oil

Yields: 12 crostini

2
3
4

DIRECTIONS
Preheat the oven to 400°F. Toss the strawberry tomatoes with 2
teaspoons of olive oil, and season with salt and pepper. Place in an
oven proof dish and roast for 15-20 minutes or until the tomatoes
just begin to burst. Remove from the oven, stir with the balsamic
vinegar, and set aside while preparing the remaining ingredients.
Brush both sides of the baguette with olive oil and place on a tray.
Bake the crostini until golden, about 10-12 minutes.
Chiffonade the basil: Stack and roll up the leaves, then slice thinly.
Assemble the crostini: spread half a tablespoon of ricotta on each
toast, top with a tomato, sprinkle with basil, and finish with a
sprinkle of salt and freshly ground pepper. Enjoy immediately!

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare
recipes visit www.houwelings.com.
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SNAPSHOT

ORGANIC
PRODUCE
THE ORGANIC
MARKET
LOOKS LIKE A

HEALTHY
PLATE

13%

FARM
FRESH
FOODS
ACCOUNT FOR
MORE THAN

50%

OF TOTAL ORGANIC
FOOD SALES

of PRODUCE SOLD
IN THE U.S. IS ORGANIC

WHAT’S

INCLUDED

$13
Bil

=

IN THE NUMBERS?

$5.7 Bil
+ $4.7 Bil
+ $2.6 BIL

NIELSEN
REPORTED ORGANIC
PRODUCE SALES

ORGANIC TRADE
ASSOCIATION
REPORTED ORGANIC
PRODUCE $ SALES

MASS MARKET
SPECIALTY & NATURAL RETAILERS
DIRECT SALES

$5.5
Bil

MASS
MARKET
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OVER

50%

of households purchase
organic produce

2012
2013

In 2015

Organic Product
Sales Reached

$43 billion
LARGEST EVER DOLLAR
INCREASE FOR ORGANIC

2011

2011

$

2014

2015

SALES OF
.8B
$2
.2B
$3 9B
.
$3 7B
.
$4
.5B
$5

ORGANIC PRODUCE

DOes not
DAMAGE
SALES OF

CONVENTIONAL
PRODUCE

OTHER
PRODUCE
14%

VEGGIES
56%
FRUITS
30%

16.4%
ORGANIC DEPARTMENT $
GROWTH VS YEAR AGO

$5.5B
TOTAL ANNUAL
ORGANIC DOLLARS
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55.1%

HOUSEHOLD PENETRATION

Convenience
& Portability

|

lead organic produce growth

|||||

ORGANIC SALAD

Organic bananas

Organic beverages

Organic value-added veg side dish

Organic blueberries

||||

Organic value-added veg meal prep

Organic blackberries

Organic baby carrots

Organic pink lady apples

organic produce
smoothies

Ranked by fastest organic expansion
and $ over $1M-Absolute Change vs YAGO

absolute
$ Change

%
Change

+$72M

+11.2%

+$40M

+33.3%

+$28M

+42.5%

+$24M

+37.7%

+$19M

+20.1%

+$15M

+126.3%

+$15M

+60.7%

+$14M

+11.1%

+$13M

+96.0%

+$13M

+75.1%

Source | Nielsen Fresh Historical Projected Data Ending 2011-2015
Nielsen Fresh Census Data 52 Weeks Ending 4/30/2016
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Bee Sweet Citrus
Sweetheart Mandarin

?

{ what the fork }

BEE SWEET SUNRISE SMOOTHIE BOWL

INGREDIENTS
2 cups of ice
1½ cups of almond or coconut milk
1 banana
1 segmented Bee Sweet Citrus Sweetheart
Mandarin
1 cup of diced pineapple

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4

Place smoothie ingredients in a blender.
Blend well until you reach desired consistency.
Place smoothie in a bowl.
Top with ingredients of your choice (see suggested toppings).

1 cup of diced mango
Smoothie Bowl Toppings :
Granola
Coconut flakes
½ diced banana

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare
recipes visit www.beesweetcitrus.com.

½ segmented Bee Sweet Citrus
Sweetheart Mandarin
Servings: 3
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LIBATIONS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS:
Monterey Mushroom's
portabellA PORTER
by JESSICA DONNEL

I

t has never been a secret that a great craft
beer is the perfect companion to any meal,
but what happens to your tastebuds when
the beverage becomes a savory meal in itself?

Infused with Portabella mushrooms, that wallop
of umami is exactly what steamrolled me when I
first tasted Monterey Mushroom’s own Portabella
Porter. Pairing a surprisingly smooth feel with its
flavor-packed taste, the company’s Portabella Porter
offers a perfect balance of the earthy notes you
already love from your mushrooms, and the sweet
finish of a classic porter. One word I heard buzzing
around the keg was “roasty,” and when you taste
the intricate and complex flavors of the brew, you’ll
definitely believe it.
The creation of Chris Thomsen, a spawn maker and
mushroom grower for the company, the Portabella
Porter is just one of the brewers’ libations featuring a
mushroom muse. An avid member of the homebrew
community, Thomsen has already won multiple
awards for his spirited fungi-friendly creations.
While not currently available for mass market consumption, the company is looking forward to bringing it to a pint glass near you at this year’s PMA Fresh
Summit. With ten gallons of the good stuff in tow,
Monterey Mushrooms will be offering the Portabella
Porter in the afternoons each day at its booth #3042.
Be sure to hit the floor and forage yourself up some
for a mouthful you won’t soon forget.
Want even more shroomy goodness to go with your
brews? Check out Monterey Mushroom’s beer and
mushroom pairing guide on the company’s website,
MontereyMushrooms.com.
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WTF

DO I DO WITH

Little Dipper,
the Personal-Sized
Butternut Squash

?

{ what the fork }

TWICE BAKED LITTLE DIPPERS

INGREDIENTS
2 Little Dippers, the personal-sized
butternut squash
½ tsp kosher salt
¼ tsp black pepper
¼ chives to garnish
2 tbsp plain Greek yogurt
2 oz goat cheese
1 oz shredded cheese
2 tbsp bread crumbs
1 tsp olive oil
Servings: 2

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Preheat oven to 450°F degrees.
Cut both squash in half lengthwise. On a foil-lined baking sheet with
a light spray of oil, place squash cut side down and cover with foil.
Bake for 30 to 35 mins, or until flesh is soft.
Remove from oven, turn down to 425°F degrees. Let squash cool.
Scoop out flesh, leaving ¼ inch border and put in a large bowl.
Add remaining ingredients and scoop back into only three of the four
squash shells. Discard fourth.
Top with shredded cheese and chives and drizzle with olive oil.
Return to oven for another 10-15 mins. Serve.
Television host, award-winning designer,
gardener, and lifestyle expert, P. Allen Smith
promotes Sakata vegetables to his audience
and has developed this great recipe for Little
Dipper butternut squash.

For more information about Little Dipper and where to
order seeds visit www.sakatavegetables.com.
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With a flavor nuanced enough to awaken both the sweet and savory taste buds on our
palates, it’s no mystery why the sweet potato has become a favorite treat of fall lovers
everywhere. From earthy aromas to mapley sweetness, find out a little bit more about the
root that inspired a thousand holiday dishes...

COVINGTON

O’HENRY/Bonita

FLAVOR
Moist, sweet, and earthy

FLAVOR
Mild, sweet, drier tasting, with nutty and earthy
flavor

SHAPE
Short and blocky
COLOR
Burnt orange skin, orange flesh
EATABILITY
Smooth and fibrous, softer variety
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SHAPE
Longer and thinner when compared to blocky,
elongated
COLOR
Yellow skin, white to yellow flesh
EATABILITY
Smooth and dry with medium firmness, low in
visual and residual fiber

Beauregard

Evangeline

FLAVOR
Traditional sweet flavor; apricot and floral
aroma; excellent for baking, roasting, or in
casseroles

FLAVOR
Sweet and moist

SHAPE
Elongated
COLOR
Copper-rose to tan skin, orange flesh

SHAPE
Elongated and blocky
COLOR
Rust-orange skin and orange flesh
EATABILITY
Smooth and fibrous

EATABILITY
Smooth, brown sugar

murasaki
FLAVOR
Mildly sweet, drier tasting, full, nutty flavor,
with vanilla aroma; exotic alternative to
traditional sweet potatoes
SHAPE
Short and blocky
COLOR
Dark purple outside, white inside
EATABILITY
Smooth, dry, firm, and dense

Diane
FLAVOR
Very sweet and extra moist
SHAPE
Elongated
COLOR
Red-copper to plum skin, orange flesh
EATABILITY
Smooth
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STEMILT GROWERS

Building a

BRAND

A
by: Melissa De Leon
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W

hen it comes to selling a product,
the brand identity is more than
just the packaging. That is what
Roger Pepperl, Marketing Director
for Stemilt, impresses upon me
as we dig into the seed that grew
into the company’s Lil Snappers® program. Roger
brings experience and understanding of the produce
department from the retail perspective, having worked
as a produce buyer at Meijer for 21 years. After joining
the Stemilt team and looking to the difficulties the
retail-side faced when selling small-sized fruits, he and
the team found a solution in the building of a brand: Lil
Snappers®.

“We had a fair amount of small fruit, and I wondered
how we could make it more glamorous, more targeted,
and make it more valuable to both the retailer and
grower,” Roger shares with me when I ask about the
thought process that initiated the beginnings of today’s
Lil Snappers®.
So what does it take to build a brand? Roger and his copilot, Communications Manager Brianna Shales, took
the time to enlighten me.
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ZERO-IN ON A
TARGET AUDIENCE
When it came to kick-starting what has
become one of Stemilt’s most successful
programs and a recognizable brand in produce,
Roger explains to me that at the ground level it
was about finding the right target to aim for.
“Too often in produce we try to market to
everybody,” Roger says. “We have a lot of
different demographics eating this product,
but if you market to everybody you market
to nobody.”
So the name, the images, even the fruit, are
choices made with a child’s palate and serving
size in mind. “We purposely include specific
fruits with flavors that will entice children
to choose produce over sugary snacks,”
Brianna explains. “Each variety in Lil Snappers®
is picked with the intention of treating
children’s palates.”
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2

NO EXCLUSION
REQUIRED
While it is important to have a key target audience, Roger
and Brianna both emphasize walking the line in terms
of not excluding any customer demographic: you never
know who might find your product perfect for them.
“The package is very clear about who the program is
marketed to, including the parents that are shopping
and the kids that are eating our fruit. But, our audience
extends beyond that,” Brianna says. “Before Lil Snappers®
came out, many didn’t understand that we’ve always
grown small fruit. Now, people are flocking to this item.
It brought opportunity to the category, and now Lil
Snappers® is a product people are seeking out.”
With that in mind, Roger explains that all ages purchase
and enjoy Lil Snappers® for a variety of reasons, adding
another goal to the image of the brand. “The graphics
are important in that they are fun and colorful, but not
juvenile,” Roger adds, explaining that the images serve to
reach the chosen child and parent audience, but doesn’t
exclude any age group.
And the result is a win for all sides of the industry, from
the root to the register, and beyond.

3

GO AGAINST THE GRAIN
If there is anything Roger and Brianna impress upon
me in the early, and even mid, days of the Lil Snappers®
program, it’s that trials are an inevitability in pioneering
a brand.
“The majority of packs we offer are 3 lb-units, an
important distinction because we felt we could raise the
value of the package but also keep the purchase size
up,” Roger explains.
In a retail world where the majority of pouch bags are 2
lb, the packaging behind what has made Lil Snappers®
possible was built from the ground up. With that, Roger
and Brianna share, came a few mistrials and mishaps
that the company was able to learn and grow from,
inevitably coming out with a stronger, better brand to
bring to market.
“We don’t want to encourage less consumption of
produce, so this bag helps us help retailers keep their
tonnage up, as well as keeping up volume and dollars,”
Roger says. This, he explains, means a double win for
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retailers as well as consumers. “We found in studies that
a 2 lb bag in general diminishes category results. If we
send them home with less than three pounds we have
not done our job.”
In the end, you have a bag where neither fashion nor
function were compromised, offering a convenient and
attractive packaging option in-store.

4

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
“Here’s a sticky situation you never knew was so sticky!”
Roger laughs as he tells me the hoops you have to go
through in looking for the brand you hope to grow into
a household name.
Not only did the team have to think up the perfect
name, it had to be available. “You would be surprised
what you have to go through in terms of legality to
name a product,” Roger says.
And then there was the message. “We wanted to create
something with a name that could be fun and would
easily roll off the tongue, but that was also not limited
to one product,” Roger tells me, adding that the word
“snappers” not only inspires the quick and fun sound of
a snap, but also the sound of fresh. And it’s a good thing
he and the rest of the team thought to keep the product
open, now that the line has extended far beyond just
petite, flavorful apples.

5

EDUCATE & IMPASSION
YOUR TEAM
“One thing we really did right is that we spent a lot of time
with our sales team, educating them on why we are doing
this and helping them with the launch,” Roger states
emphatically when we talk about the behind-the-scenes
of building the Lil Snappers® brand. “Our sales team is the
best, and integrating sales with marketing is key to the
success of any new product.”
Brianna shares that a lot of time went into integrating
and educating the team. After all, you are more likely
to successfully push a product that you yourself are
passionate about.
And that passion has now expanded past the professional
team into the local communities where the product is
sold, Brianna explains.
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It also serves as a win for the orchard, I learned, in
addition to the marketing, retailer, and consumer
sides.
“Growers are asking if they can grow more small
pears for this brand,” Brianna laughs. “Retailers also
experience sales and volume growth because of Lil
Snappers® ability to market intent to their shoppers,
and today’s busy parents seeking healthy snacks for
their kids.”
But while it can be better for growers, smaller sizing
in fruits was traditionally less desired on the buy-side.
Lil Snappers® gave a solution to that common hiccup
in retail, Roger says, giving the buy-side a way to
maximize their dollars with smaller fruit, and helping
Stemilt boost demand.
This, in turn, has bolstered loyalty in Stemilt’s in-house
operations, with growers, sales people, production…
everyone in line to help promote the brand that the
company created to help feed their families healthier
food that would be easily accepted and desired.
After all, Lil Snappers® is not just the little apples,
pears, and citrus. It’s also the bag, the design, the
name, and the people involved.

6

BONUS POINTS FOR
THE BUDDY SYSTEM
In 2012, Stemilt teamed up with Sunkist, growing the
Lil Snappers® brand in both product mix and reach.
“It all comes back to building and strengthening a
brand,” Roger tells me when I ask how Sunkist was
brought on. “This partnership was a way for Lil
Snappers® to extend across the department with
two large reputable and innovative brands that still
had tight control. It gave us more exposure, more
credibility, and this is also something a little different
than what we’ve seen in produce.”
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“

We had a fair amount
of small fruit, and I
wondered how we
could make it more
glamorous, more
targeted, and make
it more valuable to
both the retailer and
grower.

“

“Promoting within the local communities where Lil
Snappers® are sold has also been key. Lil Snappers®
has been the featured snack at The Little Gym
locations in metropolitan areas, which gets the
product right into the fridge so that kids know what
to ask for in the store,” Brianna says of some of what
has helped to build the name. “Tying the product, too,
with local schools and giving back while educating
kids about nutrition has been another successful
strategy to put the brand in the users’ hands and
informing parents about the availability in the market.”

—Roger Pepperl

131 % 123 %

VOLUME

DOLLARS

It’s safe to say that the Lil Snappers® brand
has skyrocketed: As of 2016, year over year
volume for the apple brand is up 131.1
percent, dollars are up 123 percent, and
distribution points (total weeks available in
unique store count) are up 194 percent.
“Everything got bigger,” Roger says. Clients,
participants, and partners have all seen
noted growth since the story and the brand
have gained traction in the market.
So what’s next? Now, Stemilt is looking to
bring organic apples and pears into the mix,
adding yet another rapidly-rising trend to Lil
Snappers® evolving program and expanding
reach.
It’s safe to say that, while it may look like the
top of the mountain for this fresh produce
brand, this is just the beginning.

WTF

DO I DO WITH Campari

®

Tomatoes

?

{ what the fork }

CAMPARI ® ROASTED CHICKEN
INGREDIENTS
1 lb Campari® tomatoes
1 cup finely chopped white onion
¼ cup butter, softened
1 whole 4-5 lb chicken
¼ tsp kosher salt
½ tsp freshly ground black pepper
8 Campari® tomatoes, to roast
Servings: 5

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Preheat oven to 425°F.
Place 1 lb of tomatoes on a parchment lined baking sheet and roast in
the oven for approximately 15 minutes or until softened and bursting.
Remove from oven and allow the tomatoes to cool completely.
In a medium bowl, crush tomatoes with your hands.
Strain and reserve liquid for basting.
Reduce oven temperature to 375°F.
Combine onions and butter with the crushed tomatoes.
Season with salt and pepper to taste, then stuff the mixture under the
skin of the chicken.
Add the remaining mixture to the cavity of the chicken rubbing all
over the inside of the chicken.

10 Season chicken skin with salt and pepper.
11 Place in large shallow roasting pan and bake for 10-15 minutes.
12 Lower the temperature to 350°F and continue to cook for 1 hour.
13 Baste with reserved tomato liquid as required.
10 minutes of cooking time remaining, add whole tomatoes to
14 With
the tray, surrounding the chicken.
15 Once cooked, allow chicken to rest 20 minutes before serving.
For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.sunsetgrown.com.
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CAITLIN

Top Dollar
with caitlin tierney

BY EVA ROETHLER

“A

t the end of the day, it feels like I
haven’t even started yet. My job
is never done,” Caitlin Tierney
laughs when we catch up about
her latest role.

The freshly appointed Senior Produce Buyer for
the Commerce, California-based 99 Cents Only
Stores has her work cut out for her; some might
even say her mission is impossible. Not only is
Caitlin cultivating an enhanced produce program
while the company remodels to accommodate
the new category, the chain is also attempting
to change consumer behavior by turning dollar
stores into a “fresh” destination.
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Caitlin’s work is critical to that success. It’s her
goal to provide the freshest possible produce for
less than a dollar, while going above and beyond
consumer expectations.
It’s not an easy task, but Caitlin is up for the
challenge. With tenacious buyers like her driving
the change and delivering quality product to
consumers, it seems that anything is possible.
Especially when you consider that, according
to Forbes, the top four dollar chains grew their
combined annual sales with a compound annual
growth rate of 8.5 percent from 2010 to 2015.
Furthermore, consumables were a large driver
behind this growth, resulting in dollar chains as a
potential threat to big, established grocery stores.

Amidst this shift in buying patterns, discount
stores are doing their part to be competitive.
That’s why, starting with a project in San Diego,
California, the 99 Cents Only Stores chain has
recently remodeled stores for the optimal storage
and handling of fresh produce. Renovations
include adding display units in the front, redoing
floors, and building backroom coolers. Then,
once the existing 397 stores in four states are
remodeled, the company has plans to expand.
“I’d definitely describe it as the ‘wow factor,’”
Caitlin shares about the 99 Cents Only Stores’
produce concept. “I don’t care who you are or
what your income is, when you walk into our
store and see a six-pack of fresh, organic romaine
hearts, it makes you go, ‘Wow, only 99 cents?’”
So, how do you consistently offer great value for
under a dollar?
“You have to know the right options, and it
starts with the seed,” she says. Thankfully for
Caitlin, she spent several years working for Bayer

CropScience Vegetable Seeds as the Produce
Chain Marketing Manager, and has a preternatural
comprehension of what it takes to differentiate
the chain for the consumer. Her thorough
understanding drills deep down, all the way to
the traits of the seeds and their role in success for
the category.
“The truth of the matter is, the seed is just as
important as the water,” Caitlin reveals. With this
pedantic perspective, she has a solid grasp on the

“

I don’t care who you are or
what your income is, When you
walk into our store and see
a six-pack of fresh, organic
romaine hearts it makes you go,

”

‘WOW ONLY 99¢?’
-Caitlin Tierney
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attributes of the seeds for the produce she buys,
and is able to use that to her advantage. Armed
with a formidable knowledge about the pedigree
of produce, she can captivate you with the history
of how various commodities have evolved or
been bred to meet trends and demand over time.
Not to mention, the self-proclaimed foodie is
always one step ahead of the latest culinary
trends, noting, “When I’m stumped, I look back on
the evolution of produce for inspiration on how
to differentiate the various categories. Once upon
a time, tomatoes were actually seasonal, Brussels
sprouts were like Lima beans, and you could only
buy seeded watermelons or grapes. Ten years ago
in cantaloupe, the emphasis was on shelf-life, but
that wasn’t what consumers wanted, so now it’s
shifting to sweetness. I’m a foodie to a ‘t,’ and it’s
important to stay on top of trends. The sooner
you get on the bandwagon, the more valuable you
can be to your company.”
Though there is still plenty of ground for the
discount chain to cover in the race for retail
dollars, Caitlin’s bold disposition puts her at a
clear advantage. From the karaoke bar ballads
she belts out on weekends, to the California
beaches where the Michigan-born firecracker
now spends her spare time, she’s clearly got the
guts to forge her own way. That assuredness is
apparent when you take a glance at her career
path. While it’s common to see buyers become
sellers, Caitlin started in sales and made moves
to the buy-side. Her uncommon perspective gives
her the unique ability to be a calculated and
understanding buyer.
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When it comes to finding the right supplier,
Caitlin explains, “We focus on finding consistent
partnerships; us investing in them, them
investing in us. Sourcing direct with growers who
understand what true value means to customers
is a way that we can both grow our business,
together.” That win-win attitude is a critical
element to pulling together a strong program,
and fostering sustained success for 99 Cents Only
Stores.
The team effort extends exponentially—from the
store operations, to upper management, to the
growers the company sources direct from, to a
third party distributor the company partners with
—to improve the quality and overall experience
to customers. The coordination effort is huge,
with Caitlin in the middle, pulling the strings and
making sure nothing falls through the cracks.

“

For Caitlin, this is more than just a job. Providing
healthy food to people who aren’t usually able
to afford it is something she takes pride in for 99
Cents Only Stores, and makes the nonstop grind
worth it. “The most important thing to me is that
I’m making a difference—whether it’s a difference
with my family, friends, the industry, or others
around me. I just want to give back,” she says.

you have to know
the right options,
and it starts with
the seed.

”

-Caitlin Tierney

While many consumers might raise an eyebrow
upon learning that dollar stores are expanding
into the fresh category, it seems that Caitlin’s got
a clear vision for the future of the company.
“We really pride ourselves on our concept,” she
says. “We want to ensure our produce program
allows our customers to consistently do, what
we call, ‘The 99’ and walk away with great value
everyday. We want to provide the freshest
produce for 99 cents.”
So is her mission impossible?
“In San Diego, we’ve already increased produce
sales by 28 percent, and seen an instantaneous
return-on-investment,” she laughs.
You be the judge.
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up
close
A Closer Look at Dandy® Celery Snackers

F

or 90 years, Duda Farm Fresh Foods has been
a leader in the celery category. This year, as the
company continues to pioneer ready-to-eat
offerings, Duda is showcasing its Dandy® Celery
Snackers, where generations of celery expertise have
allowed the company to diversify from the stalk, to the
kitchen.
Dandy® Celery Snackers include several items designed
to support a busy lifestyle. Check out the company’s
Ready-to-Snack Celery Sticks, presented in 1.6 oz

packages, portioned perfectly for an individual serving
size. Dandy® Celery and Peanut Butter Packs help to drive
the line as well, and are available in 2.3 oz and 4.15 oz
packs; great for lunchboxes, after-school and weekend
activities. Last, but not least, are Duda’s Crunch Cups in
which the company partnered with top brands to create
a line of snack items with a variety of flavor and high
quality ingredients. These cups are designed for onthe-go snacking and are available in Ranch, Lite Ranch,
Sriracha Ranch and smooth Peanut Butter, with more
varieties planned in the near future. So, stay tuned!
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WTF

DO I DO WITH Shiitake Mushrooms ?
{ what the fork }

MARINATED, GRILLED SHIITAKE SLIDERS

INGREDIENTS
2 tbsp olive oil
2 tbsp teriyaki sauce
1 tsp finely minced or crushed garlic
8 shiitake mushroom caps, stems removed
8 slider buns, split, and grilled

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

Salt and pepper, to taste

4

Servings: 8

5
6
7

Whisk oil, teriyaki sauce, and garlic together briefly in a
medium bowl, and set aside.
Preheat a hot grilling surface to approximately 400˚F.
Brush tops and bottoms of the shiitake cap with the teriyaki
marinade. Let stand for 10 minutes.
Brush tops of the mushrooms liberally one more time, and
season lightly with salt and pepper (or a favorite seasoning
blend).
Place marinated shiitake caps on hot grill and cook
approximately 4–5 minutes per side, allowing moisture to
cook off before turning.
Cook caps until golden brown, and all moisture has been
released.
Serve on toasted slider buns with your favorite lettuce or
cole-slaw.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.to-jo.com.
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Adam Bazarnik

Nugget Markets:

gold
standard
U

By Jordan Okumura
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“W

hile much
of the
value is in
our vision,
it’s the
execution
and differentiation where we
truly excel.” This is what Adam
Bazarnik, 25-year Nugget
Markets veteran and Director
of Produce, tells me as we look
back at the quiet beginnings
of this Woodland, Californiaborn retail chain. Nestled
in the high-end, culturally
diverse neighborhoods of the
Sacramento Valley and Marin
County, Nugget Markets has
differentiated itself within the
state’s competitive retail space
by its artisan chic décor, inviting
staff, revolving program of
unique marketing initiatives,
and an eclectic portfolio of local
and international food and
drink.

This year, the company is
celebrating its 90th anniversary,
a testament to its roots and the
ability to retain a loyal customer
base in an increasingly
competitive retail terrain.
As one of Northern California’s
premier natural and organic
grocers, the company’s footprint
sits just at 16 stores, and Nugget
Markets is far from resting. With
the goal of sharing the Nugget
Markets experience across a
more diverse customer base,
the company has brought new
demographics and regions into
its fold in recent years with the
acquisitions of Sonoma Market
and Glen Ellen Village Market
in California’s wine country, as
well as three Paradise Foods
located in Marin County.
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“While we are looking to grow,
we also have the desire to bring
like-minded companies into
our company with the same
family-owned and operated
core values that are at the
heart of Nugget Markets and
the Stille founding family,” Kate
Stille, Director of Marketing,
tells me as we speak about the
company’s expanding reach.
“It’s more than a financial
decision. The growth is about
taking the authentic experience
we have created with Nugget
Markets, and making it
more accessible to Northern
California communities.”
In addition to the company’s
external growth, is the internal.
For the eleventh consecutive
year, Nugget Markets has been
named in Fortune’s list of the
100 Best Companies to Work
For in the nation. Released in
March of 2016, the list revealed
that the company moved up
to number 13 from number
26 during the previous year,
inciting a wave of individuals
looking to enter its ranks.
“Nugget Markets is a familyrun company, and that
thread and philosophy is
woven throughout all of our
operations and speaks to our
positive, fun, and passionate
culture,” Adam tells me.
“People should be celebrated,
and that goes for our associates
and our guests.”
If you want further evidence
of this thriving Nugget Markets
culture and its 90 years of
success, here is one: The
company has never had a

“ In so many
ways,
produce is
its own
packaging,
naturally
unique and
differentiated. ”
— Adam Bazarnik

Roseville, California
single layoff. With industryleading wages and healthcare
benefits, snowmobiling, and
whitewater rafting trips,
celebrations and multiple
annual parties at stores,
Nugget Markets shouldn’t
just be recognized for its wellcultivated culture, but as a
blueprint for how a culture
should be built. And Adam can
attest to all of that.
From Adam’s early beginnings
as a Courtesy Clerk at the
company’s Davis, California
store, to his current position as
Director of Produce, he has cut
his teeth in the industry at all
levels of the business.

“I have always gravitated
towards fresh produce. In so
many ways, produce is its own
packaging, naturally unique,
and differentiated,” Adam says.
“Nothing says fresh like the
produce department. This has
always been a part of Nugget
Markets’ business model and
one that I have been graciously
a part of.”
As with most produce
aficionados, Adam is also
always looking to the trends.
Nugget Markets brings in new
and exciting produce items
in answer to the latest and
greatest evolutions in taste,
but the company also looks to
those longer-term investments

and game changers; specifically
for Nugget Markets, it is the
push into organics.
“In some areas we are trying to
be more and more organic, and
in others, less conventional,”
Adam mentions, also
communicating that you have
to be careful with changing
the business model. “There
are so many different types
of buying behaviors within
our established retail regions
and even within the stores
themselves. There are certain
areas where folks will buy all
organic, other locations where
they are 50/50, and some places
draw a majority of consumers
who want conventional.”
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Sacramento, California

the purchasing arm for all of
Essentially, the ratio is everNugget’s fruit and vegetable
changing, but never a toss-up.
needs. Besides a handful of
Adapting to changing consumer
growers that have been partners
values, economic stability or
instability, access to information, of Nugget Markets for years, NorCal has been the leading source
and education all play a role in
for all things fresh produce with
the decision-making process
the
retailer since Adam joined
for today’s food lovers, and
the company.
definitely those building their
carts with fresh produce top-of“Our relationship with Nor-Cal
mind.
is more of a partnership. It’s
almost
as if we are one and the
For this reason, produce and
same. Because we have grown
other food selections are
together
over the years, our
tailored to each location. Nugget
businesses, values, and goals
Markets has been able to
align. It is about doing business
observe which categories and
items have had the most growth right,” Adam says as we pull
back the layers on what makes
and success across organic or
this
partnership tick. “When we
conventional, and can then
need to execute ideas that are
make targeted and informed
unique in the marketplace, the
decisions about its programs.
Nor-Cal team is the one making
it happen for us. Whether it is
When it comes to Nugget
building
crazy sales, procuring
Markets’ vision for produce,
items that their team is not used
the company also has a
to sourcing, or shifting the focus
powerhouse player on its side.
of our items—we are there to
Nor-Cal Produce takes lead as
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make their business better and
they are here to do the same for
us.”
The Nor-Cal partnership has long
been a part of Nugget Markets
produce-forward strategy,
allowing them both to adapt
to the changing nature of the
consumer grocery basket.
Another way that Nugget
Markets accesses these changing
consumer demands is through
the guest service aspect,
which is a top priority in any
department.
“We are always trying to connect
with our guests to discover what
they want, how we can better
respond to what they are looking
for, and where their priorities
lie in the produce department.
We have a genuine desire and
passion to get to know those
individuals who walk through
our doors,” Adam says. “That
level of care builds a different

type of atmosphere, one that
thrives on building better
relationships. And the great part
about this environment is that it
is always authentic.”
That authenticity extends
beyond the budding
relationships and growing
consumer loyalty, all the way
to the design and ambience of
the store itself. Across Nugget
Markets’ 16 locations, including
Fork Lift by Nugget Markets
and Food 4 Less in Woodland,
California, you can walk
through entryways draped with
handcrafted ornamental ivy
vines, lavish Grecian sculptures
with stone detailed to perfection,
and a warm palette of fall colors.
Or, enter another locale just 10
miles away that brightens the
block with vibrantly painted
sunflowers that have so much
dimension you feel like the
petals are extending out, right
from the soft blue sky of its
background. In 2000, the
company began to shift to a
more modern and abundant
European-style market design
which has given the team
the chance to channel their
environmental and food artistry.

“ Because we have
grown together
over the years, our
businesses, values,
and goals align.
It is about doing
business right. ”
— Adam Bazarnik

Each store design is the
brainchild of multiple individuals
at Nugget Markets, from the inhouse “Get ‘er done boys” that
work internally on everything
from the craftsmanship, fixtures
and textures, and the stain of
the floor, to plumbing, and even
welding.
“We’ve even created our own
design for the wet racks, the
farmers’ market-style bins, and
the way we create a path for
the consumers that is based

Tiburon, California

on participating in the experience,”
Kate adds. And, as we all love to see,
the produce department is as far
from a mere afterthought as it can
be—pulling fresh produce offerings
and bins of flowers out onto the
sidewalk. In many ways, it is a stage.
For an experience that is as lush
and as warm as Nugget Markets, it is
never a place that you simply pass
through.
“We have always had a store focus
on produce,” Kate shares. “My
husband, Eric’s, grandfather would
drive his truck all over the west
looking for great produce items.
When we began to grow our store
count, that philosophy followed,
and incorporated more fresh items,
from prepared foods to local cheese
and artisan breads. We also have
a pretty substantial chef staff at
each store now, constantly building
recipes and kitchen offerings from
fresh ingredients.”
Nugget Markets’ story started in
September of 1926, when the
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nugget markets has
transformed its
traditional format to a
european market-style
aesthetic.

father and son team, William and
Mack Stille, opened the original
Nugget Markets in Woodland,
California. Located at 416 Main
Street, the store was 18’ × 35’
and cost $1,300 to get started,
including fixtures and stock.
“The company actually acquired
its name by way of a contest,”
Kate says. “An 8-year-old girl
came up with the name because
of the gold-painted pillars at
the front of the store, which
reminded her of the California
Gold Rush ‘nuggets.’”
Nugget Markets eventually
partnered with United Produce,
the second largest nonprofit
co-op wholesale house in the
nation, to expand its selection.
Over the following decades,
Nugget Markets welcomed more
into its program: a deli, prepared
foods, a coffee bar, and a meat
market selling prime meat with
much of it raised by Mack and
Will. They added a smokehouse
and meat locker, wine stewards,
and cheese specialists—all under
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the watchful and caring eyes of
the Stille family.
During this time, Gene Stille
took over as President of the
company in 1960. Under Gene’s
leadership, Nugget Markets
established itself as the Every
Day Low Price Leader in the
region. During this decade,
technology enabled efficiencies
like patented mechanical case
cutters, and electronic meat
scales allowed independents
to streamline operations and
remain competitive with large
national chains.
It wasn’t until 1982 that Eric
Stille, current CEO and President
and grandson and great
grandson of the founders, joined
the company as a buyer. In 1990,
Eric was officially named CEO
and President as Gene Stille
became Chairman of the Board
of Directors.
It has been under Eric’s
leadership that Nugget Markets
has transformed from its
traditional format to a European

market-style aesthetic, and
grown the retailer into the
unique presence it is today. A
disruptor to say the least.
“When it comes down to our
recipe for success, there are so
many different elements that
contribute to the whole, but
truly, it’s about the great service
we offer our guests and the
family we continue to build from
within,” Adam tells me as he
reflects on his quarter century
with Nugget Markets and the 90
years of growth being celebrated
this year. “We want to be a home
outside of your home. That idea
may sound simple, but it is rare
in today’s market.”
And rare it is. With the
competitive Sacramento retail
space saturated with retail
giants such as Costco, Target,
Walmart, Whole Foods, and
Safeway, many may ask how the
16-store, independent grocer
keeps its head above water.
Well, it appears, the proof is in
the pudding… and the produce.

This sweet and sour category offers options as varying as the fall leaves that
are on the way. From after-school snacks, to juicing trends and beyond, here is a
glimpse into what fruits you should choose to fill your autumn aisles.

OJAI PIXIE
TANGERINES

NAVEL ORANGES

SEASONA L I TY : M i d Ma rc h -May
AT T RI B UTE S : G e ne rally s mal l e r
t han an ave rag e ta ng e r ine, pe bbly,
l i g h t o rang e sk in , easy - to - p e e l , and
10 0 p e rce nt se e d le s s
AR OMA : Swe e t , f lo ral
FL AVOR P R O F I L E : In te nse ly swe e t ,
d e e p c i t r us f lavo r

S E ASO NALI TY: November -June
ATTR I BU TES: Small navel formation
on t he blossom end, easy - to-p eel, a nd
vi r tu ally seedless
ARO MA: Sweet, f loral
FL AVO R PR O F I LE: Ref reshingly ta rt
w i t h rich va nilla f inish

MEYER LEMON
SEASON A L I TY : Year -round
AT T RI B UTE S : Cro s s b e twee n a re gular
l e mo n and a ma nda r i n o ra nge ; br i g ht
ye l l ow or r i c h a nd o ra ng e - ye l l ow col or
AR OMA : R i c h , le mo n b lo s som /fl oral ,
swe e t l i me, le mo n , a nd ma ndar i n
FL AVOR PR O F I L E : I nte nse ly swe e t ,
d e e p c i t r u s f lavo r
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PAGE MANDARIN
SEASO NALI TY: Decemb er - Ja n u a r y
ATTR I BU TES: Prominen t c irc le
on blossom end
AR O MA: Crisp, cit r u s scen t
F L AVO R PR O F I LE : R ic h f lavo r

VALENCIA ORANGES
PINK VARIEGATED LEMON
S E ASO NALI TY: Yea r -round
ATTRI BU TES: These lemons a re
pr ized as much for their beauty as they
are for their f lavor. Pink on the inside
w i t h a yellow a nd green-strip ed rind.
AROMA: Bright, crisp
FL AVO R PR O F I L E: Slightly less
aci d ic tha n conventional lemons

SEASO NAL I TY: Febru a r y - ea r ly Novemb er
ATTR I BU TES: Dif feren t iated f ro m o t her
ora nge va rieties by thin , sligh tly peb b ly
rind a nd occassional seeds
AR O MA: Ora nge blosso m
F L AVO R PR O F I L E: K now n fo r t heir
p erfect bala nce of sweet a nd ta r t f lavo r s
a nd high juice content

SATSUMA MANDARINS
SE AS O N A L I TY : M id Octobe r -D e ce mbe r
AT TR I B UTE S : Va r yi ng i n shape from flat to
ne c ke d , pe e l a nd se gme n t eas i ly, se e d l e s s
AR O M A : Swe e t ho neysuckl e aroma
FL AVO R PR O F I L E : Re fre shi ng w i t h war m ,
tro pi cal h i n ts

BLOOD ORANGES
S E AS O N A L I TY : D e ce mbe r -m i d Apr i l
ATTR I B UTE S : D ee p maroon i n te r i or
wit h ve r y few se e ds and orang e /re d
b lu she d ex te r i o r, easy - to-pe e l
A R O M A : M ild ly fl oral w i t h ear t hy
papaya fragrance
F L AVO R PR O F I LE : Ri c h, tar t plum
f lavo r wi t h wild raspbe r r y ove r tone s

GOLD NUGGET
MANDARINS
SEASO NAL I TY: Mid Ma rch-mid May
ATTR I BU TES: Bright a nd slightly bumpy
rind, seedless, sweet, a nd easy - to-p eel
AR O MA: Sweet citrus
F L AVO R PR O F I LE: Rich, extremely
sweet f lavor

MINNEOLA TANGELOS
SEASO NAL I TY: Mid D ecemb er -Apr il
ATTR I BU TES: Cross b etween a
grap ef ruit a nd ta ng er ine, a deep o ra nge
with a knob- like for mat io n at t he stem
end; few, if a ny, see ds, peels easily
AR O MA: Robust, ta r t o ra nge a ro ma
F L AVO R PR O F I LE : Bo ld, ta ngy f lavo r
a nd bursting with ju ice

CLEMENTINE
& W. MURCOTT
& TANGO MANDARINS
SEASO NALI TY: November -May
ATTR I BU TES: Unique rounded middle,
f lat top a nd bottom, medium-sized f ruit
with deep ora nge smooth, glossy skin,
seedless, easy - to-p eel
AR O MA: Sweet, wildf lower, p omegra nate
F L AVO R PR O F I L E: Crisp ap ricot necta r
f lavor a nd a rich “ra isin- y ” a f tertaste

CARA CARA
NAVEL ORGANGES
SEASO NAL I TY: De cemb er - m id May
ATTR I BU TES: Rich pink pu lp w it h
ora nge exterior with few, if a ny, seeds
AR O MA: Pleasingly t ro pical
F L AVO R PR O F I L E: E x t remely sweet
with a ta ngy cra nbe r r y - like zing a nd
cherry undertones

GRAPEFRUIT
EUREKA &
LISBON
LEMONS
SEAS O N A L I TY : Year -round
AT T R I B UTE S : Two
d i ffe re n t type s a re v i r tual ly
i nd is t i nguishab le f ro m each
othe r, b r ig h t ye llow wi t h
me d iu m to slig h tly pe bbly ski n ,
mo s t po pu la r c i t r u s fr ui t use d i n
co o k i ng to day
A R O M A : Cr isp, f lo ral s me l l
FL AVO R PR O F I L E : Dis t i nc t
tangy f lavo r t hat co mpl i me n ts
b ot h swe e t a nd savo r y foods

SEASO NAL I TY: Yea r -round
ATTR I BU TES: Minor
dif ferences in rind color,
texture, a nd thickness; ruby a nd
red va rieties have yellow skin
which develop a deep rose blush;
major distinction found in the
f lesh, which ra nges f rom very light
p ink in ea rly Ma rsh Rubies to a rich,
da rk red in the Rio a nd S ta r va rieties
AR O MA: Subtly sweet, sour cherry
F L AVO R PR O F I L E: Perfect bala nce of
sweet a nd ta rt f lavors, extremely juicy
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KEY LIME
A.K.A. MEXICAN OR
WEST INDIAN LIME
SEASON A L I TY : Year -round
AT T RI B UTE S : G e ne rally round w i t h s t raw
ye l l ow fl e sh a nd a t hi n , leat he r y ski n ,
rang i ng f ro m lig h t g re e n to ye l l ow
AR OMA : H i g h ly c r isp a ro mat i c at t r ibute s
FL AVOR P R O F I L E : Fre sh, tangy tas te

PERSIAN
LIMES

CITRIBURST
FINGER LIMES

SEASO NALI TY: Yea r - rou nd
ATTR I BU TES: Typ ically so ld wh ile st ill
da rk green in color, gradu ally tu r n ligh t
green as they rip en ; vir tu ally seedless
AR O MA: Sp icy, f lo ral
F L AVO R PR O F I L E: D ist inc t ive piney
f lavor

S EASO NALI TY: Yea r -round
AT TR I BU TES: Not related to a lemon
or a lime, considered a micro-citrus with
t i ny f ruit p ea rls in a wide ra nge of colors
AR O MA: Unique ref reshing lime, citrus
FL AVO R PR O F I L E:
Si mila r to a lemon- lime-grap ef ruit
combination

PUMMELO

ORO BLACNO
& MELO GOLD

SEASO NA LI T Y :
Mid Octo b er - m id May
ATTR I B U T ES:
La rgest o f all c it r u s f r u it ,
thick, da r k green peel t hat
f ades to yellow as seaso n
p rogresses
AR O M A : Z esty, sligh tly
trop ical w it h a h in t o f
jasmine a nd lime
F L AVO R P ROFI LE:
Sweet w it h a ca ndied
almond a f ter taste

SEASON A L I TY :
O ro: O c to b e r D e ce mbe r,
Me l o : Nove mb e r Jan u ary
AT T RI B UTE S :
O ro: Sl i g htly la rg e r
than g rape f r ui t , t hi c k
g re e n - ye llow r i nd ;
Me l o : L a rg e r t ha n
O ro, t h i nne r r i nd
A ROMA : B o t h: Swe e t
FL AVOR PR O F I L E :
O ro : Ju i cy, swe e t , b i t te r
me mb rane s ; Me lo : Swe e t ,
bu t l e s s t ha n pum me lo

DOLLAR CONTRIBUTION TO
PRODUCE DEPARTMENT YAGO
Mandarins | 2.2%

Grapefruit
$161.8 million | 5.4%

Mandarins
$1.1 billion | 39.6%

Tangerines
$47.3 million | 1.6%
Limes
$294.6 million | 9.9%

Oranges | 1.7%

$2.9 Billion

Lemons | 1.0%

Limes | 0.6%

Lemons
$496.1 million | 16.7%

CITRUS TOTAL
DOLLAR SALES

Grapefruit | 0.3%
Tangerines | 0.1%

Data Total U.S., Latest 52 Weeks Ending 7/30/16
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Oranges
$796.5 million | 26.8%

*Specialty Citrus
$1.6 million | 0.1%

Source | Nielsen Perishables

